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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
I. INTRODUCTION
Man is a talking animal. From the first squall of a new-
born baby, meaning is communicated between human beings. Although
meaning may be conveyed by signs other t.hari words, man alone uses
words singly or in groups to convey his ideas. Words themselves,
then begin with a simple denotative meaning which is culturally
imposed, while simultaneously a child is building an affective
meaning system based on sensations interacting with his central
1nervous system and the autonomic nervous system. A child is
constantly faced with the problem of reconciling conventional
meanings with those generated within himself through the inter-
actions with his environment. As a child develops then, the
meaning of a given word changes; i.e., takes on either additional
meanings or the original meaning is modified. Analysis of word
meaning is a way of gaining insight into the development of COfl-
cept formation.
The pu.rpose of the present study wa sto detect the
existence of a general pattern in the development of meaning
lMurray S. Miron and Charles E. Osgood, "Language Be-
havior: The Multivariate Structure of Qualification," in Hand-
book of Multivariate Experimental Psychology, Raymond B. Cattell,
ed., (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1966), p. 817.
2over time, and if such a pattern existed, to compare it with cer-
tain points in Jean PiagetTs theory of intelligence and in a
theory concept formation as suggested by Lev Vygotsky.
If it were possible to detennine the fact that a general
pattern of development of meanings over time exists and to specify
the nature of this pattern, then the possibility that with this
knowledge, communication between parent and child, between
employer and employee, between teacher and student, and in many
other relationships, could be improved. In addition, schools
would be provided with another tool in their armamentarium for
structuring the learning environment.
In determining the course of the development of meaning
one of -themajor problems is the very meaning of rneaning itself.
Philosophers have long considered TmeaningT an area of their con-
cern. In the preface of their book, Meaning of JVleaning,written
in 1923, C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards2 placed the problem of
the meaning of meaning in a perspective wbich is still valid
today.
None but those wbo shut their eyes to the hasty
re-adaptation to totally new circumstances which
the human race has during the last century been
blindly endeavouring to achieve, can pretend
that there is no need to examine critically the
most important of all the instruments of civili-
zation. [meaning arid language] New millions of
2C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, The Heaning of Heaning
(New York: Haroou r-t, Brace and World, 192~
3participants in control of general affairs must
attempt to form personal opinions upon matters
which were once left to a few ... the complexity
of t he se matters has immensely increased '"
The alternative is to raise the level of com-
munications through a direct study of its con-
ditions, its dangers and its difficulties.3
They then went on to say that in general the attitude of the
psychologists was at that t~ne favorable to an attack on problems
in the areas of meaning and language.
Word meaning plays an important role in the diverse works
of Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky and Charles E. Osgood, whose theories
and writings provided the impetus for the present study.
Jean Piaget considers that meaning is inherent in every
behavioral action and that every action has a cognitive and
4-affective aspect. The components of meaning - cognitive and
affective - are moved through the successive stages of the
development of intelligence by means of de-centration (centerings
and re-centerings during the stages of pre-operational intelli-
5gence) . The process of adaptation - equilibration, or self-
regula-tion6 - involves the interaction of an individual with his
environment; these interactions have meaning. After the
')
J Ibid ., p. x.
LJ-Jean Piaget, The Psychology of Intelligence
Harcour-t, Brace and World, 1950), pp . l2l~, 3-5.
5Ibid., Chapters 2-6.
6Jean Piaget, "Development and Learning," in Readings in
Science Education for the Elementary School, Edward Victor and
Marjorie S_ Lerner, eds., (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1967),
p. 328.
(New York:
acquisition of language, these meanings are assigned words. As
the individual continues to develop, so the language develops
involving its regulations of vocabulary and grammar, as well as
those regulations of pre-operational and operational intelligence
(including the highest level of propositional thinking). Con-
sequently, further changes in word meanings take place. Thus,
the meanings assigned to physical actions or actions of the
physical world become attached to words which then can be manipu-
lated by means of operations and regulations. In all of this,
the individual mayor may not physically enact these actions;
i.e., they become actions internalized in thought. The idea of
an operation which Pia get describes as the TTessence of actionTT
is more basic than language because it precedes language in the
7developmental process.
In Lev VygotskyTs work on the other hand, word meanings
became his unit of measurement8 in his investigations of thought
and language which lead to his theory of concept formation. The
use of word meanings as a unit of measurement of egocentric
speech, perrnitted Vygotsky to experiment in the nebulous realm
of thought which had been avoided by psychologists because of its
subjective nature. The int~TIate relationship between word meaning
7Ibid., p , 327.
8Lev Vygotsky, Thought and Language (Cambridge, ]VIaS6. :
The M.I.T. Press, 1962), p. 5.
5anclthought gave Vygotsky the means of examining externally, those
relationships and functions which are usually internal and there-
fore open to speculation rather than experimentation. Vygotsky
viewed egocentric speech as the precursor of inner speech and ulti-
mately, thought. T10ur findings indicate that egocentric speech
does not long remain a mere accompaniment of a chilclTs activity
it soon becomes an instrument of thought in the proper sense - in
seeking and planning the solution of a problem. TT9 He continued,
TT... we have at our disposal a method in the study of egocentric
speech for studying inner speech TliveT as it were ... accessible
to observations and measurements.TTIO VygotskyTs concept develop-
ment parallels the development of intelligence as suggested by
Jean Piaget with two points of particular similarity: (1) the age
of seven-eight with the disappearance of egocentric speech comes
the onset of concrete operations after Piagetll and the develop-
ment of early complexes after Vygotsky;12 and (2) the age of pub-
erty (eleven-twelve) begins the stage of propositional thinking
after Piaget13 and the true conce]Jt formation after Vygotsky.14
t::J - CJ
91bicl., p. 16.
101bid., p. 46.
llPiaget, "De veLopment and Lea rnLng ;" p. 32li-.
12V -k- . .- ygots y , QQ.. ci t , , p. 61-
13Piaget, TTDevelopment and Learning,TT p. 32li.
1li-Vygotsky,Q£. cit., p. 79.
6Charles E. Osgood's introduction to the problem of mean-
ing came as a result of his work that touched on synethesia. He
became aware of the apparent crossing of sensory modality stimuli
(after the wor~ of the late Professor Theodore Karwoski of
Dartmouth); e.g., music was described in terms of "br ight, reel
forms, "IS or, more pr-osaicLy , 'reel-hot.' Thus EiD auditory stinlU-
lus, music, was verbally described in terms of visual stimuli.
Reasoning from this evidence of cross-modality of sensory stimuli,
plus the application of stimulus-response principles, the idea of
exploring the semantic space utilizing words as representational
stimuli, the Semantic Differential Technique was developed.16
The subject responds to pairs of opposite words which are separ-
ated by spaces on which approximations toward one or the other
end of the stimulus con t i.nuum are placed. This -technique has
been the same basis for several studies conducted during the
intervening years since its origin anel these studies have meas-
ured significant changes in meaning of wo r-ds ,
II. DEFINITIONS
Larlguage: Any form of interaction communicating be-
havior, verbal or non-verbal is called a La ngua.ge. As such, it
lSCharles E. Osgood, George J. Suci and Percy H.
Tannenbaum, The )VIeasurernent of JVleaning(Urbana, Ill.: Univ. of
Ill. Press, 1957), pp. 20-24--.-
16Ib-·d·_._l_., p. 24--25, Chapter III.
7is one of the many tools which the developing child uses to
enlarge his thought world.
Words: Arbitarily coded auditory signals, either oral or
orthographic17 are called words. These signals may be used to
convey meaning of perceived r-e a.lLty as generalized in thought by
the operations of intelligence.IS
Meanin~: Any patterned neural response to internal and
e xt er-naL stimulation may give rise to meaning. Piaget stated:
"Not only all thought, but all cognitive and motor activity from
preception and habit to conceptual and reflective thought, con-
sists in linking meanings, and all meaning implies a relation
between a significant and signified reality."l9 JVJj_ronand Osgood
seem to be saying the same thing when they described the correla-
tion of the sensory responses with the autonomic nervous system
which has a generalized bearing to "emot.Lona.l , purposive and
motivational dynamics of the organism.,,20
Denota'tive meaning: That meaning which a word conveys
+hat' ha s been culturally imposed or arbitarily assigned; i.e. ,
. 21literal meanlng, is called denotative meaning.
170sgood, QQ. cit., p. 295.
18Piaget, The Psychology of 1ntelligen.ce, p. 125.
191b· 'I~., p. 12li·.
20jVlironand Osgood, Q£ . cit., p. 817.
211l .,~., p. 818.
8Connotative meaning: That meaning which the organism
. 22imposes on a word; i.e., metaphonic meanlng, is called connota-
tive meaning.
Def~nitions related to Jean Piaget's theory of development
of intelligence.
Assimilation: That process whereby a child internalizes
his environrnent.
Accomnodation: That process whereby a child adapts his
assimilations into a new sta.te of equilibrium with his environ-
ment is called accommodation. INhen a new state of equilibrium
has been reached, the child is said to have undergone adaptation
"equilibration - self regulation.,,23or
De-centration: That process which a child uses to adapt
to his environment when the level of concrete operations is
reached is defined as de-centration. The precursor of this pro-
cess is displacement, in which the child recognizes thar a vari-
able has changed. However, with displacement, he recognizes the
changes only one at a t~ne, whereas with de-centration, these are
perceived simultaneously. This simultaneity in thought is facili-
2Li·tated by the development of language. TIllISby the process of
22Ibid.
23Piaget, "Development and Learning," .2.£. cit., p , 327.
2L~Piaget, The Psychology of Intelligence, pp. 137-140.
9de-centration, through the application of concrete operations,
words take on additional meanings.
Operation: An acti.onwhich gives rise to mean i.ng is
given the name of "op er-a.t Lon!' , Piaget considers t.h at operations
are similelr t o Log.i co-onathema ti.ca.Lproperties of cornbinativ it y ,
identity, associativity and reversibility. These operations are
never isolated, and are the bases for knmvledge. 25
Concre-te operations: The automatic , simultaneous, utiliza-
tion of operations - combinativity, identity, associativi-ty and re-
versibility - is called the stage or level of concrete operations.
Propositional thinking: The operations of logic which are
added to concrete operations; i.e., conjunctions, disjunctions,
negations and implications is called the level or stage of propo-
sitional thinking. The child who bas accomplished propositional
thinking bas at his command, at least sixteen different ways of
i. dl . . .J] • J' . t 26na no.i.a.ng a va r-a.a J._e In -us anv i r-onmen -.
Definitions related to Lev Vygotsky's concept formation.
Cumplexes: Groups of words whose varying degrees of
27relationships are based on concrete facts are called complexes.
25 .P'i.age t , "Dcve Lopment and Learning, 11 p . 323.
26Celia B. St endLer , "P'i age t ' s Developrnental Theory of
Lea.r-ni.ng and Its Implications for Instruction In Science, 11 Read-
ings in Science Education for tr)e Elementary School, Edward
Victor and /VlarjorieS. Lerner, (New York: The Hacrnillan Co.,
1967), pp. 338-339.
27Vygotsky, _Q£. cit., p . 81.
10
Concepts: Words which are grouped or formed on the basis
of abstract and logical relationships are called concepts.28 The
periodic table of classification of chemical elements would be an
example of high level abstraction and grouping.
Definitions pertaining to the Semantic Differential
Technique.
Semantic space: The totality of an infinite number of
possible meanings of a concept, utilizing Euclidian space a s ,,1
model is defined as semantic space.
JVIeaningof ~ concept: A position in semantic space
determined by distances measured along three axes - evaluation,
potency, and activity - which are orthogonally placed to one
, 29another is defined as the meaning of a concept.
Semantic differential: The distance in semantic space
between the positions of two concepts.
,;
--2
formula, D. =' ~ d is used for thisle J ie
The generalized distance
1 1 . 30ca eu atlon.
28Ib··d_,_,1_., p. 61.
290 d it 31sgoo , !?2." .s2.__., p , .
30Ib i d., p. 91.
CHAPTER TWO
RELATED LITERATURE AND DISCUSSION
Since many natural phenomena in the physical sciences
have been shown by scientists to be lawful in what ever context
they occur, it seemed reasonable to suppose that a systematic
pattern in the development of meaning could be detected if the
experimental conditions were appropriate. Bases for this
assumption were found in some aspects of the work of Jean PiDget
on the development of intelligence, in some aspects of the work
of Lev Vygotsky T s wor-k of concept formation and in the work of
Charles Osgood and his associates on the Semantic Differential
Technique. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss in turn
the literature related to the present study under the headings
suggested by the preceeding statement: (1) changes in meanings
of concepts over time; (2) development of conceptual aspects of
in·telligence (Piaget and Vygotsky) and; (3) dimensions of t.he
af'f eot i.v e meaning system (Osgood et all .
In this first section the discussion will center around
the studies of Maltz, Donahoe and Di Vesta since these were
direc·tedtoward children T s reactions to the semantic d i f'f'er-errt i aL
technique and changes in meanings of words. In addition brief
reference will be made to the work of Heise since the words used
in this study were chosen from his compilation of semantic
differentials for 1000 words.
12
O 1 -j d E M -L 31 'bne stucy Jy Howar . a_tz - contrl uted two findings
which are of interest in the present study. The first was
Maltz's conclusion that a general increase in the meaning of
words occurred with increase in chronological age. The second
finding was that consistency of the judgment of children carne
sometime before the fourth grade; i.e., the meaning of a concept
stabilized sometime before the fourth grade.32
33John W. Donahoe designed his study to correlate with
the mediated condi-tioning theory. Assumptions were made:
(1) the value of the evaluative factor would be stabilized on
adult levels earlier than either potency or activity factors;
(2) pictorial signs would acquire stable meanings earlier tban
second level abstraction of verbal signs, presuming the pictor-
ial signs would elicit responses at a more rapid rate because
of their apparent similarity. The findings of his study seemed
to bear out the first assumption, but "the lack of variation in
meaning as a function of the abstraction level of the sign is
d. .. 3L~Lsapp oLnt .i.ng. "
31Howard E. i'1a1tz, "Ontogenetic Changes in the Meaning of
Concep-ts as ]VIeasured by the Semantic Differential, 11 Child Develop-
ment, 34 (1962), pp. 666-674.
32 .-Eb Ld ,, p. 673.
33John W. Donahoe, "Cbanges in JVIeaningas a Function of
Age," ,}ournal of Genetic Psychology, (1961), 99, pp. 2Li-27 .
., LI·)-1b id___1_., p. 27.
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Data from three separate Di Vesta studies, in which the
semantic differential technique was used, were complied in a
:>r. 1 _):::Jslng e report. Pour main findings which are relevant to this
study are: (1) some concepts which have overtones of emotion,
exhibit more changes in meaning with increasing ages; (2) words
which appear to be neutral have ratings similar to those of
adults; (3) differences in conceptualization in the sexes are
sLgn i.ff.cant; and (Lt-) the polarity index and the measure of ~)
. f 1 . if 1 1 t d 36
mea.n i.ng.r u ness are s i.gn.i tLcarrt y c or-re a e .
It was the last finding which seemed to bear out the
assumption of the present study concerning the development of
meaning derived from PiagetTs stages of development, in which
meaning seems to be a part of the very earliest reflex acts up
to and including the highest level of reflective thought. TTAn
important outcome of Koen's study was that ... frequency of
usage is a significant variable in predicting !:!_1_ in all circum-
stances, but has little effect on the relation between m and
polarization. Thus, the affective quality of words, while cor-
related with word-associations under certain conditions, is
independent of meaning as measured by traditional word-association
3Sprancis J. Di Vesta, "A Normative Study of 220 Con-
cepts Rated on the Semantic Differential by Children in Grades
2 through 7,TT Journal of Genetic Psychology, 109, 1967, pp . 20S-22C).
36Ibid., p. 227.
techniques, suggesting the possibility that the emotionally of
words may be learned by a process different from that by which
37the word-association is learned.T1
Heise's study38 is a very complete work in which the data
from the utilization of the s~nantic differential technique were
compiled in the format of an atlas. Even though this study was
not primarily done with children, it has a certain relevance,
since i-tpr-ovided a pool of words from which the concepts for
this study were drawn. In addition, it provided a scheme for
selecting the concepts by suggesting that studies with the use
of- the semantic differential technique use standardized criteria
for selec-tion of concepts and include relevant data such as con-
ditions under which earlier experiments were conducted.39
In the second section, the development of intelligence
as conceptualized by Jean Piaget w i.Ll, be considered in the Li.gh t
of Lev Vygot sky 's ideas of concept formation and the development
of the affective meaning system as understood by Charles Osgood
and his associates. In addition, a study by David Elkind et al
on the subject of Piaget's Decentration process will be reviewed.
37Dj Vesta, ~. cit., p. 226.
38David R. Heise, T1Semantic Differential Profiles for
1,000 Most Frequently used English Words,T1 Psychological Mono-
graphs: Genercll and Applied; 79, (8, Whole #601, 1965), pp. 1-31.
39Ibid., p. 11.
15
For the past fifty years, Jean Piaget has studied many
facets of child development. Among Piaget's contributions is his
Li-OLJ-ltheory of development of intelligence,' which recently has
been receiving attention from experimental psychologists. In
Figure 1, an attempt has been rnadeto combine the features of
Piaget's development of intelligence with those of Lev Vygotsky's
concept formation since it appeared that both men were in close
agreement on the points of greatest changes: (1) the disappear-
ance of egocentric speech with the onset of concrete operations
(Piaget) LJ-2and the forrnation of complexes (Vygotsky) 43 and
(2) the level of propositional thinking (Piaget) LJ-Li-and true C011-
LJ-5cept formation appearing at puber-ty (age eleven-twelve).
Piaget regards symbolic function as the foundation for
_ L~6representation of all kinds, including language. He further
stated t.hat the acquisi tion of language marks the beginning of
40Piaget, The Psychology of In-telligence, Chapters III,
IV, V, pp. 53-153.
L~lBarbel Inhelder and Jean Piaget, "Cr-owt.h of Logical
Thinking from Chi l.dhood to Adolesence, TT (New York: Basic Books,
Inc., 1965).
Li-2JeanPia get , TTThe Language and Thought of a Child, TT
(New York: The Humanities Press, Inc., 1959), p. 14.
LJ3 .- Vygotsky, QE. CJ_t., p. 66.
4L~Inhelder and Piaget, QJ2_. cit ., p. 17.
Q-5Vygo-tsky,QE. cit., p. 79.
46Piaget, The Psychology of Intelligence, pp. 121-123.
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reflective in-telligence and true thought , though it is a long pro-
cess from the beginning of Language to propositional thinking or
E~l . . "L"L· Li-7re:- ect Lve Lnt e__ J.gence. Recently, however, Piaget has empha-
sized that the TTroots of logical operations lie deeper than
linguistic connectionsTTLl-8and suggests a broader role for the
idea of operation: TTOperation is thus the essence of knowledge;
it is an interiorized action which modifies the object of
knowledge ... it is a reversible action ... So it is a particular
. " 49type of action which makes up loglcal structures.TT
Vygot sky asserted that progress toward understanding
language and thought has been slow because studies were made on
parts of the problem and without the proper unit of measurement.50
. 1 f f +1--. f d SlHlS c .io.ice ""or a unit 0 - measurement was rrie mean i.ng or a wor
expressed as being -the smallest amount; of information which a
word can contain without changing into a different word. This
is similar to an element in a compound. When the compound is
4-7Ibid.
LJ-8Jean Piaget, "Commen t s on Vygo t sky 's Critical Remar-ks
Concerning The Language and Thougllt of the Child and Judgment
and Reasoning in the ChildTT (Cambridge, Mass.: The M.l.T. Press,
1962), p. S.
Li-9 .P'i.a get , "De veLopmerrt and Le ar-ni.ng;" p. 323.
SOVygotsky, 2l2.. cit., p. u ,
Sl. r-Ib:1d., p. :J.
18
broken down into the elements, the properties of the elements
both chemical and physical, are not the same as those of the
compound.
VygotskyTs basic premise is that all word meanings are
52generalizations and that a generalization is an act of thought.
It is these word meanings wh i.chare commun i cat ed from one human
being to another. No word represents a single object but rather
a class of objects. Therefore, the Law of Equivalence of Con-
cepts,53 which he formulated, provides a meaDS of determining
degrees of generality among word meanings.
Of the four stages of development or levels of concept
f· . l' J 5lJ-or-mat i on - syncretic, camp exes, p oterrti.a_ concepts (pre-
concepts) and concepts -two are of particular interes-t in the
present study: canplex and concept fOl~ation. The main differ-
ence between the two levels or stages is the degree of generality,
the concept having a higher degree of generality. Vygotsky adm i ts
that within a structural level; i.e., complex of concept struct-
ure, there may exist varying degrees of generality. It may
appear, for example, within a complex structure that there are
word meanings which have a greater degree of generality than
52Ib-·dJ_ •
53Ibid., pp. 112-113.
5LJ-Ibl·d., ' "2 81 1"11Chapter V, pp..l - , Ii. --_.
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others, and that both are part of the complex formation, this may
appear to be a paradox. If so, the key to this paradox is in
Lo cat;ing the word meanings relative to one another; .i . e., finding
whether the relationship is characterized by being coordinate or
subordinate_ In the case of complexes (of word meanings), it
will be found, asserted Vygotsky,55 that the word meanings are
on the sarne plane: that is, they are coordinate with each other.
In the case of concepts, the degree of generality is greater and
therefore a true concept will derive its word meaning by being
superordina-te to other word meanings and may be formulated by
h 1 -I .. 56t e ot~er wore mean1ngs 1n many ways. To summarize, the degree
of generali-ty is the numbe r of ways in which a word may be
expressed. For example, the word 'one' may be said to be any
number divided by itself or the difference between two consecu-
tive numbers_ However, the concept of numbers itself is at a
higher level, since all of the logical-mathematical relationships
may be applied to any number.
Vygotsky used the analogy of latitude and longitude to
describe his Law of Equivalence of Concepts. Latitude might
represent -the objective content continuum ,the frame of refer-
ence in reali-ty and longitude could represent the continuum of
concreteness-abstractness or that variable reflecting the acts
SSn i.d 111.___22:__.. , p.
S6Il . d 112.~., p.
20
of thought of the person apprehending the content. The point of
intersec-tion of the two con-tinua would be TTthemea sure of gener-
57
ality," and thus the point in semantic space would be positioned
relative to the totality of points in the semantic space with
respect to their coordinate or subordinate positions. If one
word meaning was superordinate then for that word a higher level
of conceptualization was reached. Vygotsky considered the
analogy inadequate because it did not accoun-t for every aspect
of the continua; for example: TTThemore generalized concept,
applies to a broader area of content, which should be represented
by a line, no't a point. TT58
Word meanings of pseudo-concepts represent the highest
level of complex thinking of a preschool child and are based on
the TTmeaning a given word has in the language of an adultTT.59
The type of syncretic formation a little child has is based on
how their features (words) happen to strike the child, and
. TT60Vygotsky calls them TTheaps" or "congerles. When the child
loses his egocentric speech (seven/eight) he begins to form COTll-
51plexes, or pre-concepts. With the onset of puberty, true
571b-·d p. 116.__ .._L_. ,
581b··d p. 112.___l_.,
591bid., p . 67.
501bid. , p. 59.
511bid. , p. 58.
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concepts are formed by the child, on the bases of properties or
attributes of word meanings. 52
Although both Piaget and Vygotsky emphasized a genetic
type of development, Vygotsky laid more stress on environment
and the use of the word as a tool of that environment. Vygotsky
expressed his concept of the ultimate potential of a word
succinctly on the last page of his book in the statemen-t: "A
word is a microcosm of human consciousness.,,63
confirm the presence of decentration as described by Piaget. In
Elkind, Horn, and Schneider attempted experimentally to
volved. This type of decentration is not of the level of opera-
this case, it was the decentration of perception which was in-
tions, since it is not reversible.
(Piaget, in fact, called it
"recentE;'ringTTto indicate its incompleteness.) However, in -their
conclusion the authors stated that they found ~y means of
,
factor analysis) the presence of a factor which they asserted
could only be explained completely by the principle of decentra-
tion since it was related to non-verbal tests. Decentration may
be part of general intelligence. The authors state that decentra-
tion "goes farther than the implications of the term and specifies
-the nature of the mental processes measured by some inteLligence
scales .... The postulation of a decentration factor operating
52~., p . 73.
63Ib .~~., p. 159.
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in reading is not meant to supplant but rather to elucidate the
. tIl· f' t 't i ,. tl " II J .. 54.In-e _1gence-a c or opera lng In ' -1at .irrte ectua _ ach Levemerrt.11
Having discussed both the idea of changes in word meaning
and some theoretical conceptions of in-telligence, it is important
to consider means available to us for purposes of measuring the
meaning of a word. The topic for consideration in this, the
third, section of this chapter is the dimensions of semantic
space.
In the development and testing of the S~nantic Differ-
ential Technique, Osgood has identified three factors by means
of which the location of a word in semantic space may be des-
cribed. He has named these factors Evaluation, Potency, and
Activity. At the time that he made a number of synesthesia
studies, Osgood, under the supervision of the Late Professor
Theodore Karwoski of Dartmouth, directed his attention to the
use of 11polar adjectives to descrLbe the termini of semantic
dimensions.lT55 In utilizing this approach, a scale is devised
by using words with opposite meanings along a line separated by
a number of intervals, the words being positioned at the two ends
of the line. A series of evaluative continua of this nature is
6LiDavid Elkind, John Horn, and Gerrie Schne i der, IT]\10di-
fied \tVordRecognition, Reading Achievement and Perceptual
Decentration," J'ournal of Genetic Psychology, 1955, 107, p. 251.
55'Charles Osgood et aL, Q£. cit ., p. 20.
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presented to a subject as a means of obtaining a series of evalua-
tion of shades of meaning. Further work revealed that certain
sets of polar pairs correlated highly with other sets;66 hence
the conclusion was reached that a highly correlated cluster
represented lIthe operations of a single, general factor in social
" d 1 "f' 67J1.J gment, obviously, here an eva uat i.on fa ct or .11 In an effort
to find both the c.Lu ster and the factors which they represented,
Osgood and his associates undertook three extensive studies:
(1) Centroid-Factorization, Graphic Method; (2) D-Factorization,
Forced-choice JVIethodand (3) Thesaurus st.udy _68 The conclusion
69of these studies and others made recently is that there are
clusters of scales (pairs of polar words) which measure the three
dimensions (Eva.Lu at Lon , Po-tency, and Activity) of semantic space
with consistency. Ideally, one scale, (a pair of polar words)
should be able to test for one particular dimension of semantic
space. However, this ideal has not been reached, so that Osgood
suggests that at least three scales which are maximally loaded
on one particular factor and minimally to the others be utilized
for each d~TIension. Thus, a given instrument should have at
least nine scales on which each word in the set of concepts to be
661b" d_,_1_., p , 85"
671bid., pp, 2Li--25.
68n. id_"_1_" pp. 33-68.
69 ' dOd it 81S 817J'.hronan sgoo,.QQ-.£2_" pp, "- -l ,
2L!
investiga t ed is used. In this manner, a factor score for each
dimension, can be derived by averaging the judgments made on the
component scales for each dimension,
As a result of studying the functioning of these factors,
he reports them to be independent of language systems and cul-
t -]' fJ 70ura.i .in r .u ertc e s . Miron and Osgood also see these factors as
being similar to the three dimensions described by Wilhelm Wundt -
111 ' . it t: 1171P easantness, stra1n, eXC1 men. They suggest, further, a
relationship between the autonomic nervous system and the non-
specific projection system whose connections with the frontal
lobes give t hem "h.i.gh.Ly generalized; .i .e" non-discrimina-U_ve
association with the emotional, purposive and motivational
, ' f 1 .. 1172oynam1cs 0- t"1e organ1sm, In addition, 1Ithis affective re-
action syst~n is so generalized - can participate equally with
all of the sensory modalities and yet is independent of any of
them - that its gross but pervasive structure over shadows the
73more discriminative semantic system," Their explanation of the
primitive nature of the three factors or dimensions relates Eval-
ua 'tion with satisfaction-dissatisfaction stirnulii; Potency wi-th
70n 'd p. 816._22_, ,
7lIbid. , p. 817.
721b'd 819.___1_., p.
73Ibid.
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the amount of work demanded from the organism,
tlle degree to which the organism is aroused. 7LJ
and activity with
The remainder of this cbapter is an attempt to summarize
or recapitulatE:' the related literature in the light of t he present
study.
Piaget has said, 11AII cognitive and motor activity from
perception arid habit to conceptual and r-ef.l.ect i ve thought con-
sists in linking meaning and all meaning implies a relation
between a significant sign, and signified reality.1175 Piaget has
further stated that behavior consists of two aspects: affective
and cognitive, which are distinct yet inseparable.76 In addition,
Piaget formulates his development of intelligence in such a \\lay
that it appears to be similar to the development of the affective
meaning system as suggested by JVlironand Osgood; i.e., Evaluation
related to the satisfaction-dissatisfaction feelings (Osgood) and
perceptual and intuition based on reflex habit (Piaget). A
sImi.Lai- parallel with Potency dimension being compared w i t.h the
(Piaget) both
Finally, the third
development of the sensori-motor intelligence
associated with movement and muscular effort.
d~TIension, Activity, related to arousal or motivational aspects
7LjIbid.
75Piaget, The Psychology of Intelligence, p. 5.
76Ibid., p. ll-.
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of the organism (Osgood) seems to be similartothe drive t.o
acquire a language - actually words and n~nes of the objects and
actions - which the child experiences in his external environment.
Piaget speaks of equilibration, by which he means th~t
the child adapts himself through assimilation and accommodcttion
to his envirorunent. He suggests that when a new stimulus is
presented to a child a condition of disequilibrium comes into
being. The child seeking to restore the condition of equilibrium- ,
accomplishes this by adapta-tion, whicJ: implies rnorethan simply
eliminating an abstacle, rather it infers the child incorporates
a new meaning (link) into his cognitive system.
The process of decentration which Piaget says permits
all variables to be perceived simultaneously ushers in the con-
crete operations at age six through seven-eight. There is a con-
stant need for a child to be able to equilibrate the words defined
or assigned by others to specific objects and actions as well as
to his interpretation these specific objects and actions in his
experience and internal representation.
The child then, as he develops or builds his meaning
syst~n for all his reactions to his envirorunent, bases them at
first on the three factors of the affective or feeling system:
Evalua-tion, Potency, and Activity. When language is acquired,
equilibration becomes easier and more rapid now, because the
adaptation is in tenns of words. In addition, meanings based on
the three affective factors tend to becorne diffuse and
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generalized. The use of words in sentences with the application
of grammar, permits more discrimina.tion of meanings, wh i ch are
common to all human beings belonging to the same language system.
With the advent of concrete operations, the egocentricism of
childhood falls away and relationships based on the logico-
mathematical operations permit the meaning of events, objects
and ideas to be even more carefully discriminated. The epitome
of discrimination of meanings is reached when the person has
attained the level of propositional thinking.
Therefore, meaning does change over time. It is dominated
by t.he affective meaning system before the advent of language.
However, even then, the affective meaning does not disappear but
becomes background, shading the mean.i.ngsas the operations of
the dognitive aspect of behavior becomes dominant through the
development of intelligence (after Piaget). It would appear that
the development of affective meaning though er-r-a.t i.cwould have an
overall pattern.
CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF STUDY
From such studies as Maltz, Donahoe and Di Vesta, it is
evident that changes in meanings of words occur over time. ThE~
hypotheses of the present study are: (1) changes in the meanings
of words related to the concept SCHOOL follow a pattern of develop-
ment over time; and (2) this pattern of development of word mean-
ings follows a general stair-step increase in word meaning; each
step is assume d to be ;:1 higher level of concept development. The
stages in Jean Piaget's development of intelligence and in the
levels of concept formation as theorized by Lev Vygotsky appear
to have this stair-step like pattern with two points of definite
changes c~ning at ages seven-eight and puberty.
Originally, the writer's interest included measuring the
same individual at various age levels to follow the development
of meaning through its stages. In the space of time which was
available, it was impossible to obtain repeated measurements on
a given individual over many years, therefore a cross-sectional
study was designed as an alternative approach. In this way by
studying individuals at successive grade levels, it was felt
that limited insights into the development of meanings of con-
cepts could be obtained. The reasoning was that if concepts
develop in an individual over time, this development phenomenon
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could show itself in the changes of meanings among successive
grade levels.
In identifying children to be utilized in this study, one
class was selected at each level, grades one through six, in a
single school building in the Indianapolis Public Schools.
Although t.he popula-tion thus selected does not represent a random
selection of all students in the total population (of t.he
Indianapolis Public School), it appears to be fair to assume that
the students selected were representative of essentially the
lower socio-economic stratum since they lived in the same central
city area. The further assumption is that as a result of this
socio-economic homogeneity, the opportunities for language
development were essentially similar for all students.
The high school population was selected from a single
high school in the Indianapolis Public Schools. Because a wider
geographic area is served by the high school, it is inappropriate
to consider socio-economic background to be as homogeneous as
was presumed to be the case in the elementary school. As a me ans
of randomizing one class per grade level was selected. The
classes chosen were English classes with the stipulation that the
classes selected for participation in this study were designed
for students of average ability (i.e., no special classes for
gifted or retarded were included in the study).
Fou.rteen concep-ts were selected for study. These were
chosen on the basis of four assumptions: (1) they were within
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the vocabularies of all subjects; (2) they were to be found in
the Atlas of Semantic Profiles compiled by Heise; (3) they were
not names of simple concrete objects and were not subject to
becoming saturated with meaning; 77 and (l~) there was a rational
relationship between the dictionary definition of SCHOOL and the
f oLl.owLng words: TEACHER, STUDENT, BOOK, SCIENCE, READ and
THINK. Reference was made to the Heise work because of the
desire to compare results of this study with those of Heise, in
accordance with his effort to provide a standardized basis for
accumulating comparable semantic differentials and polarizations.
The words selected were preswned not subject to saturation so
that a basis for studying continuing modification of meaning
would be provided.
The following concepts were used: TEACHER, SCHOOL,
STUDENT, FATHER, MOTIiER, BROTHER, SISTER, FRIEND, BOOK, WORK,
SCIENCE, READ, BELONG, THINK.
The Semantic Differential Technique was utilized in two
ways: (1) as the basis for fixing the meaning of a concept in
semantic space and (2) as a means of providing the raw data for
use in the test of relatedness of the meanings of concepts.
Evidence of the degree of relatedness between any two
words was obtained by utilizing the Spearman Rank Correlation
77Di Vesta, QE. cit., p. 223.
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Coefficient, r
s
' applied between each of two words and all other
words at each grade level and for each sex. This test utilized
a three-dimensional mathematical model, here applied to semantic
space, which demonstrated that when distances were measured from
all points in the model to both point 1\ and poin-t B and when
these distances were placed in a rank order array" the Spearman
Rank Correlation Coefficient increased toward unity as the dis-
tance between A and B bec~TIe ~naller.
~ graphic presentation of
the model and a suggested analysis of the space contained in the
model are presented in Appendix 1\, page 74.
Assumptions underlying the logic presented in the para-
graph above are:
(1) as the correlation between two words
approaches + 1.00, the two words are considered to be a part of
the same concept; (2) negative correlation indicates dissociation;
1.e., the two words are not part of the same concept; and (3) if
three or more words in comparison with one ano-ther have coeffi-
that these words are significantly related and that they may be
cients as high as +.70, the probability exists at the 1% level
called a generalized concept.
(See page 7L!-in Appendix A for
the basis of determining the level of significance.)
more words in comparison with one another. Further, if it can
the rank correlation coefficient approaching +1.00 for three or
It was assumed that concept formation was indicated by
be shown for these SillTIethree or more words that at successive
grade levels an advance of the coefficients from the 5% level to
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the 1% level does occur, then by inspection, it may be shown that
a pattern or trend of development of meanings exists.
The test of the data in-the light of the theories of
developmen-t of intelligence (dean Piaget) and concept formation
(Vygotsky) will be by means of a rational comparison of the trend
or pattern obtained if such a pattern is found to exist.
CHAPTEl{ IV
Pl{ESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Semantic Differentials for all possible pairs of
combinations of the fourteen concep-ts selected for this study
were calculated. These calculations are tabulated on pages 61-73
in Appendix A. The Semantic Differen-tials served as -the raw data
for t.he calculation of the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients.
Following the logic of the design outlined in Chapter III
(pages 28-32), and of the mathematical model in Appendix A
(pages 7L~-77), the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients were
calculated for selected pairs of words and are presented in
TABLES 1 and 2. (TIlepairs of words selected were: SCHOOL-
TEACHER, SCHOOL-BOOK, SCHOOL-THINK, SCHOOL-BELONG, BOOK-READ,
BOOK-TEACHER, SCIENCE-THINK.)
The first hypothesis which stated that the word meanings
of SCHOOL-related words would follow a pattern of development
overtime , was not confirmed since the data do not show an .in-
crease in the value of the correlation coefficients for the S~TIe
three or more words (of those in the selected pairs above)
t.hr-ough successive grade levels. Thus ,the first hypothesis was
not supported by the data since no pattern of concept develop-
ment was shown to exist in the pairs tabulated, and considera-tion
of the second hypothesis (that a pattern of development of word
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meanings would follow a general stair-step increase suggested by
the theories of Jean Piaget's development of intelligence and con-
cept formation after Lev Vygotsky) was meaningless.
In general, it appears that four conclusions may be de-
duced from the data collected in this study: (1) there appears
to be some evidence that the formation of complexes and of con-
cepts does occur in accordance with the suggestions of Vygotsky;
(2) there are marked differences in the words which the boys
chose to relate to one another and those whLch the girls chose to
relate to one another; (3) there were wide fluctuations in the
significance of relatedness betwe en given pairs of words from one
grade t o another; and (4-) there seems to be some indication that
there are 'nucleation centers' or 'seed' pairs of words which act
as foundations for the formation of concepts.
An inspection of the data in Tables 1 and 2 indicates
pairs of words whose rela-tedness is unusually significant. From
Table 1 it can be seen that the following pairs are related at a
level of sign.ificance of S%: SCHOOL-SCIENCE, (nine grades, BOOK-
READ (ten grades), and SCIENCE-THINK (twelve grades). In Table 2
it may be seen that there are fewer grade levels containing highly
related pairs. Three pairs had a total of seven grade levels
with a relatedness significance at the S% level: SCHOOL-READ,
SCHOOL-SCIENCE and SCHOOL-BOOK. Two pairs, BOOK-READ and THINK-
SCIENCE, were most highly related, with a relatedness significant
at the S% level in eight grades for the pair BOOK-READ and hl7elve
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grades for the pair SCIENCE-THINK. It appears that the absence
of a trend; i. e ., the absence of an increase in the Spearrnan Rank
Correlation Coefficient in the same related pairs of words over
-time, might poin-t t o the fact that these words are a port.ion of
the words used in the sense of a complex instead of a concept.
Complex formation would riot have a trend but would t erid to be
developmentally erratic in the relationships between the words
forming t.he complex. This appears to be in k.eepLng with the idea
of family resemblances as suggested by Vygotsky. This conclusion
is based on the fact that in Table 1 there are at lea st t.hr-e e
pair s of words which are highly correlated. However, the pairs
of words are not the same at successive grades, which seems to
imply that the concept to which they all relate is not a stable
one, hence the stimulus seems to be a complex instead. Further,
i-tcan be seen that the number of pairs of related words per
grade level increases until grade six, at which time all eigJ-rt
pairs of words show a relatedness significant at the 5% level.
After that point in time, the number of significcmt pairs of
words decreases until it reaches the smallest number at grade
thir-teen.
To further the argument, it can be seen that a similar
situa-tion seems to exist for the girls, with the following
exceptions: (1) the number of significant pairs per grade level
varies greatly; (2) the highest number of pairs (seven), occurs
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in the seventh grade and (3) at no grade level do the girls hElve
as many related pairs as do the boys.
A superficial look at the data would seem to show very
little differences between the sexes, since of tlJe lOq possible
combinations of the selected pairs of wor-ds , the boys had 63%
with relatedness significant at the 5% level and 4-1%at the 1%
level. The girls had 58% of the pairs at the 5% level and 39%
at the 1% level. Nevertheless, there are three distinct way s in
which wor-d relatedness of girls differed from boys: (a) the
school grade act which the highest number of r-eLa.t ed pairs occurs;
(b) t.he vt ot a.L number of re Lat ed pairs through the successive
grades for a given pair; and (c) the pairing of the words on the
basis of whether they referred to people or things; i.e., the
boys reJatecl things wi-th things and people wi-th people, whereas
the girls related things with people.
With respect to the school grade at which the highest
number of pairs occurs (a above), Table 3 shows tha-t of the words
significant.ly related to the complex 1TEDUCATION1T,is greatest for
the boys at the sixth grade, whereas that number for the girls
occurs at the seventh grade. In addition, frol11 the same Table,
it can be seen that for the girls the number of r-eLat ed pairs at
each grade level varied more than for boys and the variation was
entirely different from the manner in which the relationships
varied for boys.
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The total number of related pairs through successive
grades (b above), as noted from the Tables 1 and 2 that for each
sex, the total number of significantly related words over the
grades varies as much as do the related pairs within each grade
for each sex. The only evidence of similarity is with respect to
the pair SCIENCE-THINK.
With respect to the pairing of words which is the third
way in which boys and girls differed, (c above), Tables ~ and 5
present the following information: the boys have thirty pairs of
words whose relatedness reaches the 1% level of significance, and
of t.hi s number, nine (30%) consisted of words referring to per-
sons coupled with words referring to things. On +he other hand,
for the girls, thirty-seven pairs of words reach the 1% level of
significance and of these, twenty-three, (70%) are pa.Lrs in which
words referring to persons were paired with words referring to
-things. Tbis information would seem to indicate that the girls
tend to be subjective in their interpretation of meanings,
whereas boys lean toward an objective type of pairings; i.e.,
boys pair people with people and things with things.
that the fonnation of complexes and therefore of concrete opera-
On the basis of the foregoing evidence, it would seem
when it is at its height, whereas, for the girls, the forma-tion
tions dominates the boys in this study until the sixth grade,
of complexes continues until the seventh grade and then declines.
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It is of interest to note that the f'ormation of complexes for the
girls does not at grade thirteen decline to the low level that it
does for the boys; for the girls, the number of significElDt pairs
at grade thirteen is six and for the boys, three.
With respect to the conclusion relative to wide fluctua-
tions of coefficients from one grade to the next grade it seems
reasonable to expect that the relatedness of words will vary some-
what be-tween adj acent grades, but it is puzzling to have a high
degree of significalTt relatedness between a pair of wor-d s reached
in one grade and then to have it fall at the next grade level.
This phenomenon occurred in the pair SCHOOL-SCIENCE for girls at
grade three, the coefficient was +1.00, at grade four, the coef-
ficient had dropped to zero. It is very difficult to account for
such an occurrence, although it could result from the fact that
the study was cross- sec-tional ra-ther than longitudinal. On the
other hand Osgood and Miron offer two means for accounting for
this phenomenon: (1) the behavior of scales w.i Ll, vary when
applied to a set of homogeneous concepts from that when applied
to a set of heterogeneous concepts; denotative confounding may
result from the former situation; and (2) children tend always to
treat the pair of polar words (scales) in a literal, denotative
sense, rather than a metamorphical, connot at i.ve sense. The set
of concepts used in this study appear, logically to fall into two
natural groups: (1) SCHOOL, TEACHER, STUDENT, BOOK, READ,
uu
SCIENCE, THINK and (2) FATI-IEl~,JVIOTHER,BROTHER, SISTER, FRIEND,
WORK, BELONG. Thus the set used in this study may be considered
to be made up of two sub-sets of homogeneous concepts w.i.t.hthe
result that denotative confounding may have resulted coupled with
the fact that the semantic differential was applied to children.
The last deduction relative to the data is based on the
Log.icaL explanation that the pair of words SCIENCE-THINK appear
at twelve grades for both boys and girls at the 1% level of
significan-t might be the clue to a possible ba sis for ascertain-
ing a trend in the development of meaning. The idea being that
taken from the world of crystal-growing that some atom or group
of atoms initiates the beginning of the growth of the particular
crystal, further all crystals are very characteristic of specific
elements or compounds and that it is possible in fact to iden:tify
these compounds by the detail properties of an individual crystal.
The analogy in the study oft:he development of rneaning being t.hat
a pair of several pairs of words which have unusually signifi-
cant relatedness which shows constancy over time, may in fact be
that seed around which the learner builds the entire framewo~<
of the meaning of a concept which would of course have many ways
and properties when the concep-t is full-blown. Therefore the
repeated appearance of the words SCIENCE-THINK for both boys and
girls at twelve out of the thirteen grade levels, (the one being
omitted in both cases was not the adult level, thirteenth grade),
W5
seem to have word me ani.ngwh i.chcould contribute -to the broa.der
definition of EDUCATION ,.i.e . , C1.S defined in terms of o , 1 ]1: I 0 ) __em
solving or CRITICAL THINKING.
Vygotsky asserted78 that complex formation does not
atrophy, but actually may co-exist with either levels of concept-
ualizations - complex or concept fonnations - therefore it would
be reasonable to find that the wor-d EDUCATION whose meaning could
be both.
There are three words in this study which appear w.i t'h
high significant relatedness: SCIENCE, THINK and READ.
In SUrIU11Elry,the mathematical model wa.shelpful in provid-
ing an index to the relatedness of pairs, and in the clustering
of three or more words based on their rank order of semantic
differentials in this set of data. However, a trend or pattern
of concept development in the words used and in the population
tested was not detected.
78Vygotsky, ~. cit., p. 68.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOJVJMENDATIONS FOR lLJRTHER STUDY
Al.t.houghthe specific pa·ttern of development expected for
the SCHOOL-related words was not confirmed, it appears that the
u.se of the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient ba sed on the
mathematical model wi-th Semantic Differentials as tho raw data as
a tool for the quantifying of concept formation is feasible for
further study. Within the framework of this model, a variety of
studies of the development of word meanings and its relationship
to concep-t deve.Lopmerrt might be devised. There are two general
directions along which further investigations in the development
of word meanings as an index to concept development might prove
fruitful:
I. Studies which are related to the model; i.e., its
validity, stability and reliability.
A. Establishment of the validity of the mathematical
model by comparison with results obtained with the
use of other statistics.
B. Studies related to the interaction of the scales
with concepts; i.e., those concepts considered to
be heterogeneous as well as those which are homo-
geneous. These studies would relate to the
stability of the model.
LJ-7
C. Comparative studies in which the population of the
sample would be varied thus permitting the investi-
gation of the stability and reliability of the
Spearman Eank Correlation Coefficient as a measuring
devise over all possible condi-tions of variables;
i.e., organismic, s-timulus-response and environ-
mental or ecological.
II. Studies which are related to concept development directly.
A. Those studies wh ich would compare the development
of intelligence as postulated by Jean Piaget and
level of concept development.
B. Those studies which would compare the theory con-
cept formation by Lev Vygotsky.
For those studies which would be directed toward the
validation of the mathematical model, Charles Osgood and his
associates have done much work which would aid in this area. For
exarnple, the Chi Square which Osgood has suggested as a test for
the development of meaning between groups of subjects, suggest
that it might be applied to a matrix of D's (Semantic Differen-
. 79
t La Ls) . Results obtained by the model may also be compar-ed
w.i th the results obta ined by using an analysis of variance design;
the data in both instances are the Semantic Differentials. In
790sgood et al., QQ. cit., p. 103.
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this latter case, uti.Li.za.t Lon of the analysis of variance would
be the Spearrnan Rank Correlation Coefficient based on SernarrtLc
Differentials.
Another type of study whi.ch would be related to t.he
stability of the model might be in a design which would compare
the Semantic Differentials taken with a set of concepts which are
heterogeneous with those differentials between concepts in a set
which is homogeneous. In addition Miron and Osgood suggest that
for children, the scales of the Semantic Differential are taken
li-terally _ denotatively. 80 A two pronged design might be able
to de-termine at just wha-t age the change is made from denotative-
ness to connotativeness for a particular scale; at t.he same tirne
the development of the meaning of the concepts involved could be
studied Llsing the coefficient, Yhus testing the stability of the
model.
A study of synonyms as -the concep-ts for which Spearman
Rank Correlation Coefficients would be calculated, mi~lt reveal
their use as standards against which levels of concept formation
could be measured. The logic in this wouLd be if dissimilar
words; i.e., words not synonyms, had coefficients as high as
synonyms, then this wou Ld be an indicator of concept development.
If such a study could provide a standard reference point for
8°]VIironand Osgood, QI2_. cit., p. 818.
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comparison of concept development it rnight also provide a refer-
ence for the r-e.Lat i onshi ps between the meanings whi.chthe two
sexes place on the same word.
The second direction in which further studies utilizing
the ma.t.bematLca.L model and the Spearmen Rank Correlation Coeffi-
cient would be in the area of the type of developmental theories
of Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky. If the P'i.agettasks which
reveal the level of opera·tions at which a child is functioning
could be correlated with specific words which in turn are ration-
ally related to a conventially defined concept ,tllen studies of
these word meanings utilizing the Semantic Differentials and the
mathematical model m.i gh t; yield standards or reference points that
would be correlated with development of intelligence or reveal
the level of ope r-at Lons at wh i.cl:any dJild is functioning.
For another approach to the investigation of the theories
of Piaget and Vygotsky, might be of the design of the frame of
reference studies of Osgood and his associates. An example of
such EI study was that which involved three sets of voters in the
presidential election of 1952. A rotation of the original axes
representing the three dimensions of Evaluation, Potency and
Activity was performed in order to find a new frame of reference
and he was able to conclude that even though there were apparent
differences in judgments, nevertheless, the frame of reference
50
of the three se-ts of vot ers wa.s essentially the same. 81 Perhaps
a pattern of development of meaning 1N0uld be revealed in the
value of -the Spearman Rank Corl'elEltionCoefficient - -the related..:
ness cf vthe concept 1N0rd meanings - to the cosines, or the frame
of reference.
Still further elaboration for the semantic space and the
developmen-t of meaning of concep-ts might be derived from a
relationship of the ranges of the differentials as compared with
the coefficients. S~ne preliminary calculations of the model
appear promising.
810sgood et a1., 212.. ~., pp. lOLi-12'-L
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APPENDIX A
DIVISION OF SEMANTIC SPACE INTO OCTANTS
Semantic space was divided into eight actants. Miron
and Osgood suggest this was a kind of shorthand for describing
82the profiles of concepts.
TABLE A-I The Evaluation, Potency and
Activity axes with their signs.
OCTANTS EVALUATION POTENCY ACTIVITY
I + + +
II + +
III +
IV + +
V + +
VI +
VII
VIII +
82Miron and Osgood, QJ2_. cit., p. 817.
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BOYS
GHADE ]\IJ-l JYI-2 JYI-3 M-Lj- ]\IJ-5 JYI-6 1"1-7 JYl-8 JYl-9 M-10 1"1-11 1"1-12 ~'f-13 ]\IJ-1q
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
2 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
'J I I I I I I I I II I I I I I_J
'-I- I I I I I I II I I I I I III I
r- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I:::J
6 II II I I I I I I II I I II I I
7 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
8 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
9 I I I I I I IV I I I I I I I
10 I I I I I I I I I I I I IV I
11 I I I I I I IV I I I I I I I
12 I I I I I I IV I I I I I I I
13 I IV I I I I I I II I I I I I
GIRLS
1 I I I I II I III I I I II I IV I
2 II II I II IV I I I II II I I I I
3 I I I I I I IV IV II I I I I I
Li- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
5 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
6 I II I I I I IV I I V II I I II
7 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
8 I I I I I I IV I I I I I I I
9 I IV I I I I I I I I I I I I
10 I I I I I I I I I I I I IV I
11 I I I I I I IV I I I I I I I
12 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
13 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE A-2 " CONCEPT DISTRIBUTION BY OCTANTS: TEACHER M-l,
SCHOOL M-2, STUDENT JYI-3, FATHER M_L~, JYIOTHERM-5, BROTHER JYl-6 ,
SISTER M-7, FIUEND JYl-8, BOOK JVl-9 , WORK JVI-10, SCIENCE M-l1,
READ M-12, BELONG JYJ-13, THINK JYI-14
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63
64-,
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66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
MATHEJVlATICALHODEL FOR SUPPORT OF SPEARMAN
RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS83
In order to show the validity of the Spea.rman Rank Corre-
lation Coefficient to the analysis of points in Semantic Space, a
geometric array of points based on a cubic crystal structure was
used. The geometry of three mutually perpendicular planes is
shown by Figure 2. With only n.Lne t aan points in the model,
twelve points had two nearest neighbors, six points had five
nearest neighbors and one point had six nearest neighbors.
The Spearman Correlation Coefficient was calculated for
a pair of points nearest each other. The basis of the calcula-
tion was the rank order of the distance to each point in the
assembly of points from point A compared with point B. The
smallest distance between points was taken as unity. Any two
close points in this configuration gave the sarncresult, 1's=
+.707. One exception was if the point in the middle was used
as one of the pair, when rs = +.567 resulted.
The demons-tration of the rnanner in which 1'sshowed
rela-tedness was by decreasing the distance between two arb:itrar-
ily chosen points (see Figure 2). Spacings of 1/2 (point A at x)
and 1/3 (point A at y) were used. A calculation was made for
the farthest apart poin-ts Band 15. These results are tabulated
in the following table.
8'"~Development of the mathematical model by Dr. Allen H.
Smith, Principal Scientist, Allison Division, CfYJ.
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TABLE A-3 P S- 'I_ 0 IT ONS OF POINTS TAT AND TB T WITH POINT
INC FIXED.
TBT REMAIN-
POSITION POINT
A
DISTANCE
AB
A 1
+.707
x 1c
+.913
2
Y
1/3 +.97
15 -r: -.20
The perfect symmetry of the figures for pos:i:tionsA and
15 and. resulting ties in the rank order listing, gives an abnorrn-
ally high value of rs. Spearman points out tha.t this wou.Ld be
the result of using +he approxirnation formula for tie distances.
In order to better evaluate this situation, point B was imagined
to move slightly toward 4 and point 15 toward 10. The calcula-
tionthen could be made with no ties with the value of rs = -.51.
be seen to be the limi-t as A approaches B, independent of the
applied to a geometric configuration are +1 and -1. The +1 can
In general, the most extreme values rs can have when
when the rank order of distances fran B is the inverse of A, the
arrangemen-t of all other points. In (:1 one-dimensional arr-ay,
value of rs will always be -1, because the points are arranged
in a straigh-t line. However, with a three-dimensional array the
possibility of ties in the central part of the sequence increases.
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In fact, diclTnetriccllly opposite points in a spherically symmetri-
cal array could not have an rs as small as -1. If they were
squashed closeI'together, the poin-ts would be more related as the
distances in the disk shaped distribution would appear to be in
almos-t the same rank order to a pair int'he center of the disk.
Lt. would appear t.hat; the most negative vaLues of rs
obtainable would be cl clue to the shape of the total array.
After ca.LcuLa.tLng rs for all pairs, to find a -1 value would
mean an elongated cylindrical array. A value of about -.4- would
be a spherical array and -.2 or greater, a 'pancake' array.
While the first two of these are accurate, the last is
not true because pairs on opposite ends of the diillneter are still
unrelated and have a rather large negative rs.
APPENDIX B
SOURCE AND PROCEDURES
Indianapolis school children from grade levels one through
tweLve were tested using form II of the Sernanti.cDifferential
devised by Osgood et al. Table I has the break-down on the
division of the total of 257 subject in the twelve grade levels.
The teachers of the grades were asked to take the test in order
to have an adult reference point,· eleY"en -teaclle~s t··.L par-J.c:Lpated.
The test was printed, i.e., mineographed, and arranged
in booklet form. The information of a personaL nature INas on the
back cover; i.e., age, sex, occupation of father, mother, and
grade level.
The procedure followed each time was to have the pupils
fill out the back page as much as possible. Secondly, they were
told to open to the first page and read along with the voice
which they heard on the tape-recorder. At the appropriatetillle,
transparencies were placed on the overhead projector which would
illustrate hoW they should place their TX'. The tape was stopped
a-tthe end of the sample and questions \l7ereinvited. In addition,
the children were permitted to raise their hand at any time to
as.k questions bu-t this wa.s not required very rnuch after the
sample.
The test wa.s given to the grades one through six COlTl-
pletely os • group test. lh. tap••• corded voice w~ld reaa each
concept then the first scale; then repeat lhe concept with the
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secorrl scale. The children waited until everyone had finished
with each scale before proceeding on to the next one. In addi-
tion, scales were on the overhead projection too.
At the junior high and senior high school level, the tape
was used until the second or third scale was completed on the
sample concept. It was found that a careful listening group did
not have any problems, even at the lower grade levels.
The test consumed about thirty to th:.i.rty-fivem i.nut es for
the upper grades. It was necessary to have four visits of LiO
rninutes for grades one, 'two and thr-e . Grades four through six
were completed easily in two visits.
The overhead proj ector was only used wi-th the elementary
grades.
One session was used to administer the test to a class of
kindergarteners, but was abandoned because of lack of time. It
would take a week with three people to give such a test. In
addition a modified version should be used, employing pictures
or sti~k figures.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA GATHERINC; INSTRUMENT
Fourteen concepts ~\lereseLect ed on the fo.l.Lowirig basis:
f2uniliarity to subjects; found in the Atlas of Semantic Profiles
compiled by Heise; finally words which were of somewhat higher
conceptualization than simple concrete objects whose meaning
would tend to be saturated. 8ll-
The following were the concepts used: TEACHER- MI,
SCHOOL- ]VI2, STUDENT- 1"l3' .FATHER- ~'lll' MOTHEI~.-t- ]vIS'BROTHER- 1'16,
SISTER- M7, FRIEND- MS' BOOK- Mg, WORK- MID' SCIENCE- MIl'
READ- ]V112, BELONG- ]vI13'TH'INK- ]VIlli·
It had been suggested by various authors, that a five-
interval scale should be used with the semantic differential in
testing children.8S With (0) as the center it was possible to
have +1 or +2 on one side of zero or -lor -2 on the other side.
For the purpose of the attitudinal score, the digits we re a ssi.gne d
one through five, which .i.nd.i cated one as being most positive and
five as being most negative. This was inadvertantly chosen
opposi-te to the custom indicated by Osgood; i.e., h i ghest numb er-
rnost positi.ve.
Ten scales were used with four scales slanted toward the
evaluative axis, three each for potency and activity axes. The
8~D· V t . 223]_ es .a, QE_. cLt . , p. .
8SDonahoe, .9.£- c.it . , p. 2Lj·and ]vlaltz,2.J2.. cit., p- 668.
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evaluative axis accourrted for the majority of the variation. On
rhe evaluative axis are tj-Iefollmving scales: good-bad, S];
nice-awful, S2; pleasclDt-unpleasant, SC); useful-useless, SJ ;
~ +
on the potency axis: strong-weak, S6; hard-soft, S5; free-not
free, S7; on the activity axis: active-passive (not active)
S8; fast-slow, S9; and sharp-dull, SID.
The order of their appearance in the test booklet was
r-andomi zed as well as the polar iterns on each scale. 'I'hi s WclS
to reduce as far as possible the I1ha1011 effect cited by Osgood.
FonTI II of the differential was used in which the concept
~vCJs placed at the top of the page and all ten scales undec it on
the same page .
Samples of the test booklets, transparencies and the
instructions to the tester are included in Appendix B.
INSTRUCTIONS TO TESTER
PURPOSE
This test booklet has been devised to explore the
language of children at the grade levels kindergarten
through twelve, to determine if the decline in egocentric
language and an increase in social language as described
by J. Piaget and L. Vygotsky can be detected by the use
of the Semantic Differen·tial as an instrument.
INSTRUMENT
Specifically, the instrument is a standard Semantic
Differen·tial as described by Charles Osgood, George Suci
and Percy H. Tannenbaum in their book , 'JVIeasurementof
Meaning' (1957). The following are the concepts (words)
to be used:
TEACHER, SCHOOL, STUDENT, READ, BOOK, WORK,
FATHER, MOTHER, BROTHER, SISTER, FRIEND,
BELONG, SCIENCE, and THINK.
The following nine scales have been selected which
are loaded as indicated along the three dom.iriarrt axes:
EVALUATION: Sl - Good-bad (Pivotal)
S2 - Nice-awful
S3 - Pleasant-unpleasant
POTENCY:
S4 - Useful-useless
S5 - Soft-hard (Pivotal)
ACTIVITY:
S6 - Strong-weak
S7 - Not free-free
S8 - Active-passive (Pivotal)
S9 - Fast-slow
SIO - Sharp-dull
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SUBJECTS: The test will be administereclto one class at each
grade level in kindergarten through six in Elemen-tary
School 12, and Harry E. Wood High School. There will
be approx:il11cl-telythirtypupils in each gr-a de level; a
total involvement of about 400 pupils.
JVIETHClD
Few studies have been done in Ulis age group, and
those have administered the Semantic Differen-tial either
as an individual test or in very small groups of f.ivE~
or less. However, no theoretical basis has been given
for this procedure, therefore an innovation in this
study will be to give the test to tIle entire class as
a whole in a normal class room situation.
Since there is not a Trightness T or Twr-origne ss T
about any answer, -the atmosphere of'the test should
be f'ree of anxiety.
The crux of the test is to get tlle subject Ts firs-t
impressions or feelings for each concept as generated by
each scale. There may be therefore as much discussion
as the tester deems necessary in the first three pages
of instructions as well as the sample TDogT, making
sure the procedure is understood.
vvhen the ac-tual test is underway, any questions
about the scales may be answe r-ed , but refrain f r-orn
commenting or giving hints about the concepts ·them-
selves. The children should be urged to work as
rapidly as possible, not checking or comparing the
answers they give for this scale or that one.
PROCEDURE
L Read the pages i, ll, iii and do the SAMPLE DOG.
Take as much time as necessary for the children
to understand.
2. Read each concept, then scale in turn, waiting
for each child to put his TXT in the spaces.
This may not be necessary for the older ch.i.Ldrcn
but it is within the discretion of the tester to
choose either way.
3. If the children become fatigued, stop the test
and corne back to it. The only time limitation
REPORT
8q
is your own and the prevention as far as possible
of checking and comparing with the changing of
TXTS from one page to another.
3. Avoid dividing the test into more than three parts.
q. Answer all questions relating to the meaning of
the scale words; AVOID GIVING HINTS FOR THE
CONCEPTS (WOJIDS)AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE.
5. At the close of the -test, have ·the children
fill out the ques-tionnaire on the back page.
Return the test to the office where they will
be picked up and graded.
Include th.is page as your report widl the
following questions checked:
1. How many parts: One Two Three
2. Time per each:
10 minutes_
15 minutes_
30 minutes~
More__ ----
3. Did the children seem
'to enjoy it?
Yes--
No_
L~• Did you think it was
t oo long?
5. Any comments?
Suggestions?
SAMPLE OF INTRODUCTION OF THE TEST BOOKLET
What do you think about words?
This is a little book about words.
This is a LittLe book which YO'L-[ ar-e ~. tgOlng -0 use to tell
what you think about words.
On the top of each page you will fi.nd ~,<·-'ord.cr vv Underneath
it you will find a sentence which uses the word in it.
Below the word and the sentence you will finel some more
words. These words are called SCALES.
Scales, you know, measure things. For example, if you
want to find how much you weigh you get on a scale whi ch measures
your weight in pounds. Just as you weigh a certain number of
pounds and your brother or clas9nate weigh still other amounts- ,
so words TweighT different amounts, too.
But the scale for measuring words is not the same as one
used for weighing yourself. Scales for measuring words are
callecl ToppositesT. They measure how much each pair of opposite
words RELATES to the word at the top of the page.
office to ge-tweighed, eacb would use the same scale: diffeI'ent
If ea.ch one in your classroom went into the nurseTs
boys and girls, different weights, but the same scale.
In just the same way you put each word at the top of
the page TonT the scales of opposi-te words to see how much it
TweighsT.
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Since words are harder to measure ·than your weight, you will
use ten scales to weigh each word which you find at t.he top of the
page.
Instead of pounds, you use spaces between the pairs of
opposite words to weigh -them.
For example, if you feel or think the word at the t.op of
the page is VEEYclosely related to one of the words in the scale,
you would put your 'X' on the space next to it.
Like this: nice: X :awful
Or this: nice: X :awful
If the word at the top of the page is only a LittLe bit
(SOHEWHAT)related, -then place your 'X' on the second space.
Like this:
nice: __;_X :awful
Or this:
nice : -- ~X : awf'uL
If you think the word at the top of the page is related the
~ amount to both of the scale words, then put an 'X T in the
middle space.
L.ike this:
nice: ~ __X :awful
If you think the word at the top of the page does no-t have
1 Scale VJords, then put an 'N' in the
Y relation, NEUTRAL,to tlean
middle space.
Like this:
nice: _
__ :~_:--- :awful
IHPORTANT:
°h "ddl f' the spaces",place your 'X' in t e rru, - eo:
not on the dots.
Like this:
nice :_:_:_;.....X_
:awful---
No-t like this:
:awful
nice :__ :_:_X._ -- -
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Word quickly, do no-t take much -time for anyone word or
scale. We want to know what your firs-t thou.ght or impression or
idea is for each word. And for the same reason, do not go back
and T check T Y01.Jrwork. Whatever you "think is T righ·t T •
Now le"t T s weigh a word "together.
This is a sample. Your teacher will help you.
DOG
(It is a dog.)
1. weak:
2. free:
3 . sof-t:
'-l • useful: _-
S. clull:_
6. passive:
7. nice: -
8. fast:
9. bad:
:_-
______________ :strong
__________ r not free
__________ :harc1
___ :useless
_ : sharp
. :active
__________ :awful
________ :slow
__--- :good
1 t
. .' :unpleasElnt
10. p eElSEl.n":_"_._._-- ---
That was eElsy, wasn't it?
REMEMBER-
the first space means:VERY
X-
VERY
• X •_: __ :__ ",__:..--"
second space meElDS: SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT
X ~ X_
- -b-o-t-h-o-r-
neutral
third space means:
